
Capital Vault Incorporated
CVI and the Principles of Responsible Investment

Environmental, Social & Governance - ESG

1. CVI integrates ESG issues into investment analysis and decision making processes.

2. CVI integrates ESG issues into ownership, management and control elements.

3. CVI seeks ESG related disclosure by entities that we currently or may invest in.

4. CVI promotes these Principles with everything we do.

5. CVI is dedicated to the effectiveness and continuous improvement of the Principles.

6. CVI is dedicated to report on our activities and success of these Principles.

7. Business and financial transactions may be in cheques, cash, bank drafts, money 
orders, credit cards, wire transfers, contributions or other instruments and may included; 
natural resources including claims, licensing, rights, reserved production and trades; 
processed or semi-processed materials, products and services, general, precious or strategic  
metals, minerals and advanced materials; securities, stock options, control, investment 
options, management, voting or other right; assets, contracts, purchase orders, conditional 
sales, development and acquisition options or contracts, non-financial contributions, assets in 
trust, intellectual capital, real estate, buildings and infrastructure; co-development and initial  
organization options, technology, licensing, gadgets, job, career and investment opportunities, 
machinery, jigs, fixtures, tooling, hardware, special materials, components, plans, design 
engineering materials and resources, number crunching software and computers, private 
currencies and other trading systems, intellectual capital and property, other useful trades, 
intangible and tangible items including the all weather red and white Made in Canada stickers. 

8. We do not accept or are involved in anything illegal, immoral, unethical, criminal or  
inappropriate, including poison, drugs, bio-hazards, genetically modified organisms, gambling 
including derivatives, or any beliefs, actions or values resulting in any form of genocide, 
dumbing down counterfeit education, enslavement, subversion, treason, betrayal, selling out 
the country, liquidation of companies or entire industries or anything unconstitutional. We are 
not interested in being mean, controlling or even judgemental, we generally recognize people 
as having freedom of choice, since this is the free will planet, even if it costs in other ways.  
This may seem like a limited concept, however very liberating for people with a conscience 
and who care about people.

9. With practical ethics, it would be futile to compete with or add any value to existing 
monopolies, never mind pay licensing costs, bribes, payoffs or sophisticated money 
laundering schemes through stock markets and international entities and transactions, or get 
nailed for mismanagement, short term thinking and business decisions, or excessive risk and 
liability exposure such as massive multiple class action lawsuits and probabilities, or massive 
citizen and consumer revolts, hammered stock scenarios or other detrimental campaigns from 
annoying good people, or having taxpayers and government pickup the tab for stock market 
gambling addictions and irresponsible management and total breech of trust.  That is simply 
too complicated and stressful and we have better things to do with our time, energy and 
resources in addition to avoid being really irresponsible, which is not a good compliment or 
characteristic. Our efforts with these Principles and other values are dedicated to self-
governance, as these are private endeavours requiring considerable accountability.
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10. With dedicated focus concerning our Made in Canada mission, there are some things 
that we do not do or consider whatsoever, such as, computer generated trade automation, 
algorithms or other scenarios, including integrated commercial, investment banking and high 
risk global gambling infrastructure that is expressly forbidden, along with bogus currencies or  
excessive debt. Electronic transactions,  communications and records are minimized. 
Electronic voting is out of the question. We do not have erroneous beliefs concerning our 
abilities or resources to fight cyber crime, as we do not consider ourselves invulnerable to 
advanced persistent threats based on software code, firewalls or other vulnerabilities.  
Jurisdiction, authority, legalities exist for a good cause and effect. We do not have any 
obsession with money, power and control notwithstanding the nature of operations and 
portfolio or capabilities in business and financial transactions. We regard money as a 
measuring tool, a lot like a measuring tape on a construction site or woodworking or 
metalworking shop. Being truly open minded considers the many sides to the coin knowing 
that there is much more than what meets the eyes.

11. Being thoughtful, pro-active and accepting personal responsibility is extended to help 
others in their learning, growth and true success. The spiritual survival value of our members 
and ensuring people are before profits in an environment of honesty and integrity with an 
industrious work and moral ethic based on true values with a spirit of willing and cheerful co-
operation in co-development and co-creation that is challenging, productive, constructive and 
rewarding, is an essential priority in everything we do. Being incinerated in hell fire is not an 
acceptable option and anything less than being in the winners circle will not do as we are 
more like athletes, gladiators, knights, soldiers, captains, generals, executives, good solid 
family members, people of industry, trades, commerce and creativity, with stability, strength, 
fortitude, resolution and integrity, as single or with families, alive with purpose, faith,  
confidence, vision and drive, directed to super achievement. A really straight forward program 
and endeavour with clearly defined values, vision, goals, ideals and boundaries.

12. The Principles for responsible investment go beyond investment only and apply to any 
and all CVI-Options, business combinations, integrated business units, entities, companies, 
un-incorporated associations, including any form business and financial agreements and 
transactions, financial and non-financial investment contributions and any non-investment 
type scenarios.The creation or use of jurisdictions, entities including lawyers, with any control, 
voting or ownership structures, secret or non-secret, to bi-pass, circumvent, neutralize, 
abrogate or derogate any and all of these provision is expressly denied and forbidden.

13. Our primary goal is to succeed at mission tasking. This is the Made in Canada 
Renaissance made possible by empowered CVI members who are dedicated to exercising 
personal responsibility, self-management, building trust and increased trustworthiness in 
leadership, co-operation in co-development, with mutual personal, professional, 
entrepreneurial and free enterprise success, including independence, skills, knowledge and 
competence in executive command, active management of CVI operations, Business Options 
Agents, CVI Strategic Consultants, job, career, business and investment opportunities, 
activities and service. Doing the right thing for the right reasons simplifies everything.
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14. In consideration of our belief in health and prosperity, this is not to be interpreted in the  
context of the health and wealth gospel or the mainstream prosperity gospel. We do not 
promise fabulous wealth, property or even personal power. We do expect people to perceive 
the many forms of wealth, optimize wealth producing power, manage property in trust and 
exercise their considerable personal power in every day freedom of choice. Any time we 
spend or invest money, it is because of the research and development, design engineering, 
manufacturing and custom build projects in general and advanced technology in  the CVI 
Options and portfolios. Resources are directed to exactly what they are intended for and 
agreed upon. Considerable resources, knowledge and willpower may be directed to health 
and an improved quality of life to fulfill our responsibilities without being materialistic, 
extravagant or excessive.  Our focus is on healthy minds and bodies, people, construction 
and civil engineering projects, multiple forms of industry and economic infrastructure, 
machinery, tooling, design engineering, creative faculties, inventions and innovation to 
produce technology, products, services and truly worthwhile jobs, careers, business and 
investment opportunities. Endless toys, sports and entertainment is not our priority, although 
a healthy atmosphere with adventure, expeditions and exploration in the Canadian outdoors 
is. A life of challenge, purpose, reward and happiness from doing what we value is important.

15.  Personal aggrandizement is forbidden. We do not promote get rich quick schemes 
although various securities may offer significant conversion rights, options, value, revenue 
streams, capital appreciation and other features that may be considered very rewarding, 
profitable and even remarkable. This is normal as genius is directed to innovative securities, 
organisational and operational structures in an environment of generosity, abundance, new 
wealth generation and long term thinking and doing that finds a balance with challenge, risk 
and reward, as payout, yields, return on investment or expenditures is important as voting, 
relevant options and a focus on creating jobs and careers with a Made in Canada ideal. This 
is not an offer or solicitation for investment, but more of a statement of capabilities and 
realities, as CVI does develop capital structure for various entities. We do acknowledge that 
some people want to know about control, ownership, voting, financials, cash flow, risks, 
liabilities, assets and the various securities that compose the capital structure and all the 
intricate details involved, including waste, excess non-performing assets and so on.

16.  We do not promise a life of ease, luxury or salvation from sending in a donation or  
contributing to a worthy cause. In fact, self control, self discipline, altruism and self sacrifice 
with a dedicated mission, loyalty, noble purpose and vote of confidence for the Made in  
Canada renaissance may be considered normal.  We encourage members to confront and 
conquer their fears, tackle problems like playing football, work independently as if everything 
depends on them, but also work as a team in co-operative co-development to build great 
things together. The self directed ideal provides anyone with making choices from relevant 
options in accordance with their resources, time, interest, ability or otherwise, and to act  
within their budget, personal, family and enterprise responsibilities, and as they say in 
financial circles, prudently. Although a fireside chat, a garage get together with a beer or two,  
coffee talk, shop talk or an executive meeting is possible, we look at it as a sport, our mission,  
the greatest adventure of all time, make no mistake about it. 
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17. Anyone including the armchair spectators may choose to step away from the remote and 
take several solid strategic steps in the right direction with Capital Vault Incorporated in a 
general or specific venture and choose to make a difference to create and experience an 
alternate reality, not just for themselves, but for everyone involved. It takes willpower and 
effort, not wimpy excuses based on mediocrity, procrastination, fear or self doubt.  We do not  
apply any form of energy to get people to react or act with fear based agendas of techniques 
such as panic, anxiety, insecurity, greed, guilt, desperation, anger, rage, hate, arrogance, 
stressors, mis-information, deception, misleading comments, lies, phony definitions, civil 
unrest, manipulated statistics, inappropriate misrepresentation, negativity, acts of omission, 
insults, belittling comments, being judgemental, indifferent or non caring attitudes, any 
dysfunctional emotional states or behaviors, any form of hypnosis which is contrary to free 
will, or any efforts to bi-pass critical analysis, brain wave entrainment, pulsed microwave 
signals, EMF emissions, poisoned air, water or food, including excito toxins, sexual content,  
subliminal messages, artwork or other media or technology, or anything else to manipulate 
and control emotions and emotional states and therefore your money and freewill. Although 
this may seem like a significant disclaimer and you might wonder how we expect to succeed, 
we would like to re-assure you that the free choice to do something for the right reasons for 
each individual is important to us, and in fact represents true success. Additionally, people are 
free to take all the time they need to make decisions and act accordingly to what is in their 
best interest. Motivation, inspiration, direction and guidance for any type of decision, knowing 
and trusting oneself, the universe, deep thinking and having a sense of confidence to go in 
that direction may be useful in this or any endeavour. A vote of confidence and doing the 
math is essential. We do appreciate questions, concerns, suggestions, ideas, perspectives, 
beliefs,  understanding, awareness, experience, stories, intuition, more bright ideas, insights, 
wisdom and people that do astral time travel. This is a work in progress and with the open 
source idea, members may feel free to make contributions in any way they are able.

18. This positive, constructive and co-operative spirit has an emphasis on character,  
integrity and experience as we learn, grow and excel individually and as a group that is 
fundamental in our endeavours, as we accept those rights and corresponding responsibilities 
that go with it in addition to reaching out to help others in their quest, purpose, mission, goals,  
greatest dreams and even the problems encountered on the road of life. This includes to 
value and look after friends, allies, citizens, the people we love and care about and those  
things that are entrusted to us as much as we possibly can. Building an advanced civilisation 
requires good character, civil behaviour, peace, vision, options, action and self-sufficiency.

19. This is no way represents, constitutes, is or reflects a cult, hate group, radical group,  
extremist organisation, political, religious or terrorist entity, notwithstanding the nature of  
bogus definitions, insecurities, computers and people that have alarm bells for specified 
vocabulary impeding on free speech. These factors are obvious to some, but not everyone, 
as anyone can have three fingers pointing back. We recognize that to criticize is easy and 
even cowardly and usually not productive, but to offer and utilize real solutions and move in 
the direction of intention takes work and courage, with a sense of optimism and trust. Once 
again, the focus is on the positive, constructive and beneficial aspects and endeavours.
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20. We consider having 95% of stuff in stores not made in Canada a radical and extremist 
situation with considerable power to terrorize the Canadian manufacturing industries, 
government institutions and personnel with their lobby groups, threats and closing down 
factories from counterfeit, knock off and ripped off products, as we consider this a significant  
threat to the immediate and long term prosperity and success of the Canadian economy, in 
addition to other factors that are at risk. Canada is not unique in this experience. This has 
been going on for many years in Canada and we have been defrauded as a result, with a 
great loss of industry, companies, jobs, careers and Made in Canada products and other 
valuable services. Nevertheless we step forward and advance in this endeavour focused on 
solutions, as problems are temporary in nature, and we do enjoy focusing on the positive and 
not negative even if we are aware of many things in great detail and discuss facts, realities,  
results and effects openly and freely. This in no way promotes the ideas of conspiracy to 
defraud, enslave or in-debt or anything like that, nor does this suggest doom and gloom, or  
that it is an unsolvable global problem. To deny, ignore or pretend these elements do not  
exist, for some, this may be tantamount to stupidity, self deception, lack of awareness, or 
being involved in or affected by detrimental realities including the rationalisation that it is not  
that bad. Everyone has different levels of awareness, experience and understanding, in 
addition to various perspectives on what is relevant, important or influential in their life. As 
observers we can look at the evidence, recognize cause and effect, make resolutions and 
take consistent action in building and experiencing an alternate reality that is more to our 
choice.  What we do propose and present has a great deal of potential, optimism and 
incredible opportunity right now and in the future, as not doing something  to achieve the 
mission will only make things worse.

21. Additionally, notwithstanding the nature of regulations that may be imposed from a 
legislative, regulatory or tax consideration, since we do consider this the best country in the 
world and we are very fortunate to have a governing party that actually cares about some of 
the same things we do, such as jobs, growth and the economy, we have issues, elements 
and environments that require our focus and action. with a more ambitious national ideal and 
policy, we can continue to make measurable results, greater productivity and achieve goals. 
We have the benefit of a solid economic, political, and civil state of being with a currency that  
offers significant advantage in Canada that includes a positive vision, with an effective 
business and financial management infrastructure in accordance with the peace, order and 
good government ideal, which few countries on the planet have. Awareness of the evidence 
that an industrious, resourceful and pro-active work ethic with true values goes a long way in 
a solid Canadian frontier. This takes good people who are dedicated to an ideal, making a  
difference any way they can, people that care, not just having the credentials, title and pay 
cheque. Bad apples and potatoes need to be thrown out, weeds need to be pulled out, the 
garden needs to be managed effectively and made productive.  The shop needs to be clean, 
organised, equipped and efficient. This is not complicated, but it takes thinking, planning and 
work. For many of us, this is our home and native land. This takes diligence, it does not  
happen all at once and like many things, it does not happen by itself.
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22. Furthermore, quite frankly, we are really lucky and fortunate to experience such 
providence in Canada, even if there are difficulties, challenges and problems or that there is a 
lot of work that needs to be done, we are confident that we can find a way to work and build  
great things together. It is obvious to us that we have concerns about the economic situation  
and care enough about people to do something about it in a way we can personally, and like 
to share this vision and invite others to make a personal difference to influence and control  
their destiny, create circumstance and benefit from the opportunity and options that are 
presented here pro-actively for freedom, wealth, life, peace, family, free enterprise, health, 
independence and making valuable contributions to Canada and civilisation.

23. If we do make a forward looking statement, it is that we hope this works otherwise we 
will be totally screwed. This is in no way meant to be sarcastic, express innuendo, a smart 
comment, academic rambling, entertainment or even something structured for reverse speech 
analysis.  In actuality, to be more proper, we look forward to people achieving their true 
potential, express the best of who they are and live a life full of purpose, achievement and 
success. This is more a matter of the heart and soul, something that is expressed with total 
faith and optimism as a worth while endeavour, not withstanding the degree of response or 
the success in achieving the mission.

24. The 24/7 good news is that if we are more responsible and self sufficient, we will make 
our lives a whole lot better as our work will be a much more enjoyable and rewarding 
experience. Instead of extremely complex social and economic problems, tough financial and 
business decisions to deal with, a new sense of confidence in people working together with a 
common vision, ideal and purpose. Innovation, productivity, exports, revenue streams, 
thriving communities, successful enterprise, a new sense of prosperity, optimism and 
opportunity can be an everyday reality for those who choose this. Of course we must all be on 
guard with a certain degree of spiritual, civil, industry, economic and moral self defence, in 
addition to being aware of internal and external threats that we encounter, we must actually 
advance forward, conquer territory, start and manage new companies, build new 
infrastructure, innovate, develop and control new channels of wealth, redirect and deploy 
financial and other resources with an effective strategy and be productive and profitable, as 
we focus on high quality products, services, technology and projects to create jobs, careers, 
business and investment opportunities, build strong families, successful communities, 
industry, agriculture, farming, fishing, tourism and much more. We can do all this and more by 
working together.

This endeavour is by no means perfect or complete, it is a work in progress dedicated to  
continuous improvement and to all those who have the courage to express the best of who 
they are, who dare to dream, make plans, work industriously and advance forward step by 
step by step to explore and discover the incredible opportunities that exist for everyone.

Welcome to the greatest adventure of all time!
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